
1. DAVE – Skills: Development 

Yesterday: I did pair programming with John. We have finished the development of ORDER 
TRACKING story. I’ve also investigated the PERFORMANCE SPIKE 

Today: I have few code reviews pending that I am planning to finish. I’ll call out design review 
meeting for PRINT STORY and document my finding on PERFORMANCE SPIKE 

Impediment: I couldn’t get a hold of an Architect to discuss my PERFORMANCE SPIKE results. I’ll 
try to get a hold of him today 

 

2. SARA – Skills: User Documentation, Organization Communications 

Yesterday: I am working on ORDER STATUS story 

Today: I’ll finish and send out the first draft for everyone’s review 

Impediment: I have no impediment 

 

3. RAMESH – Skills: Database Administration 

Yesterday: I have created a structure for QUEUE MANAGER Table. I have moved my task to 
done on the JIRA board 

Today: I have a plan to upgrade third party component in the sandbox environment. Just so you 
all know, I’ll be out from 2 to 3 pm for my dentist appointment. Let me know if anyone of you 
requires any additional help in this Sprint 

Impediment: None so far 

 

4. MOHAMMAD – Skills: Quality Assurance, Testing, and Automation 

Yesterday: While testing ORDER TRACKING STORY, found very unusual behavior. I have 
discussed with Dave, as per him it is a coding issue in existing code asked me to log as a defect.  

Today: I suppose to continue executing test cases for the same story but the nightly build is 
failing, so I can’t continue. I need someone to look into this issue. 

 

5. JOHN – Skills: Development 

Yesterday: I did pair programming with Dave and looked at the issue reported by Mohammad 

Today: I will check the build problem, most likely it is due to the merge that we did in the last 
sprint. Once the issue is resolved, I will continue the development of SEARCH STORY 

Impediment: I have no impediment 

 

STEVE – Scrum Master 

Thanks, everyone. I would like to give you a quick update on API dependency. I talked to the 
other development team, and API required for PAYMENT FEATURE will be ready by next week. 
Dave, please let me know if you are unable to get hold of the architect by noon. SARA, can you 
also copy me when you send out your first draft. 
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